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User Guide
The tips of using different handle

Simple operation Exchange bits system with colour coding

Large support areas for 
thumb and index finger
on the ergonomically
shaped handles.

The transmission of high torques is thus 
quite simple. Cylindrical handle shaft for 
quick turning of screws.

The Slim Fit handle has been designed to 
fit snugly in your hand, making blisters and 
calluses a thing of the past, even after 
intensive use.
The handle hard zones allows the hand 
to easily glide during hand repositioning. 
The soft zones ensures full force transfer 
through the grip. 

The T Flying handle is needed whenever 
particularly high torque for loosening 
or tightening jobs needs to be applied.

The power is transferred positively, 
there is no frictional loss between the 
hand and the handle.

Why the torque may get low after use a certain time? How to judge? 
The torque adapter is functional by the radial direction friction; it is different from 
the marketed product nowadays.
When an object slips or is going slip with another object, on the two contact faces 
will create a relative action. This relative action is called the static friction, 
it creates the abrasion after use a certain time. The preset torque of adapter may 
get low due to this abrasion.

• +/-10% allowance for
   torque adapter is
   acceptable. 
• Please check it on
  Torque analyzer
  or measurement.

90°

Schatz AG of Germany torque testing equipment.

 Rockwell Hardness tester

A precision torque tool is only as good as its results.  With proper testing equipment and system, we can 
ensure you never have to question our products  accuracy and quality.

SCHATZ® ANALYSIS / The precise laboratory system

A Secure hold~ you’ll never second-guess

All adapters with magnectic, the bits can 
be inserted and automatically locked 
into the adapters. 


